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Career journey
It’s a winding road, usually for everyone

• There was a “classified ad” to work in SimCity.. and the rest is history 🗞


• Getting RIF’d:  a harsh reality/check in the major leagues


• Diving into UX Design:  a very useful skillset in games, especially in reaching 
the mass market and making a thing fun


• The “bleeding edge” of tech: it’s an expensive and rewarding experience


• Back in the saddle making “serious” games at the Game-Based Innovations 
Lab (GBIL) at McKinsey & Co.



Professional disclaimer
( of course ;)

Everything here is a poorly expressed opinion, owned solely by yours truly,


Mark Templin.



Professional experience
A mix of brands, devices & arenas



Making “AAA” games
“Breaking into” the industry as a tester
careerist.com / 2022•12•01

https://www.careerist.com/insights/how-to-become-a-video-game-tester#:~:text=Testing%20is%20a%20perfect%20entry,programming,%20or%20project%20management%20roles.


Making “AAA” games
Quality assurance (testing) as a step

• Climbing the QA ladder to a new role is possible


• QA testing is valuable career (résumé) experience


• Read anecdotal evidence online for personal points-of-view


• Studio management


• A day in the work with the team


• Career advancement opportunities



Making “AAA” games
Getting started

• Studios need to know that you have passion and the Knowledge, Skills, and 
Abilities to get the job done


• Learning on the Internet


• Internships and contract gigs: typically worth the experience


• Remember: scale correlates to responsibility and specialization


• Responsibility  👉  Crunch to ship for a certain season/date


• Specialization  👉  In-house expertise –versus– generalist skillset



Making “AAA” games
Share your portfolio: highlight skills, take credit & own your role

(( hosted on GitHub ))



Making “AAA” games
A master class hosted by Will Wright?  Why not!?



Making “AAA” games
Getting comfortable with a studio

⚕  Make sure you can earn a healthy living and can take time-off 

• Consider how the team will benefit your career in the long term: dig past the 
foosball and ping-pong tables


• Ask studios if they “crunch” and if so, how they reward or compensate folks 
therefor (“work hard, play hard”) 🧑💻 good old days.. are gone?


• As a contractor, be sure to negotiate for a rate that reflects your talent, career 
position, and lack of benefits vs. salaried employment


🗞  This factor, including how your talent is used, is a lesson that SAG/AFTRA 
members know well



Making “AAA” games
Soft skills and other long-term benefits

• Gaining experience: everything is cool(er) when you’re part of a team


• Building your brand history and portfolio


• Opportunities to experiment and/or learn by doing


• This can, on occasion, lead to patented inventions


• Saving earnings for future projects, as a sort of bootstrap investment



Entertaining “AAA” game studios

Ask studios if they 
“crunch” and how they 
reward folks therefor

SAG/AFTRA members make the 
rules of the game clear with respect 
to artificial intelligence



(Not just that they might want to clone you ;) 
Creativity is sometimes sacrificed for an established vision (IP)

Systematic production has its drawbacks



Making “indie” games
Realities

• Simple and fun are hard, especially with a small team


• 20/80 user-generated content quality rule


• The playing field is fairly level for indie game makers.. and still free


• You have an opportunity to “build your brand”



Making “indie” games
Simple & fun are hard: experimentation is 🔑

Experimentation with a tightly 
constrained virtual world is key to 
rapidly iterating on core 
mechanics and interaction design

“Keita Takahashi is one of 
the most consistently fun 
creators in gaming. His 
work is always surprising, 
always funny, always 
suffused with just a hint of 
an uncanny edge.” —Wired



• Indie music and animation creators are benefiting from the exposure and 
publishing practice, regardless of financial gain: be a “belieber” 


• In the free (to use and publish) world of game engines and abundant asset 
stores, UGC is now more like UGC2 *including content and code

Making “indie” games
10~20% make and provide the best user generated content (UGC)

Accessible 
publishers



Making “indie” games
How will Unity’s community and software evolve?



Engines & assets
80% of feature sets for 2D & 3D overlap + platform/cloud services

• Select an engine based on its 🔑 strengths and your/team’s KSAs


Playing and mod’ing templates out-of-the-box is easy now


• Make coding easier and more 🔑 accessible to “creatives” with AI (GitHub co-
pilot) and visual programming (Unity VS)


Learning curve for engines and projects had to be leveled out for adoption


• Sandboxy Toolkit: for “creatives”, proof-of-concept, and the community



Engines & assets
Learn how the engine works, then make workarounds 
(Don’t fight the engine ;)



Engines & assets
Fast and cheap are easy — good is up to you

Asset stores make 
using free content 

easy to rapidly 
prototype – and 

replace



Engines & assets
Sandboxy Toolkit: as asset pack focused on making games easier for creatives 
that get blocked by technical limitations (and no desire to be an engineer)

• Based on Unity – because that’s what I know best 😜


• Designed to make built-in Unity systems easy and fun to use, as well as 
connect to other components 


• This is known as “middleware” – providing users with features at level 
above the core systems


• “SBXY.SoundParticle” — a class that mashes-up the core 
particle VFX, physics, and audio systems 


• A platform that provides simple metrics and allows me to  
store and use 🔑 anonymized game and user data



Making it work in the video game industry
🔑  Highlights from experience

• There are benefits to learning how a role “should” work (in the industry)


• Studios with established tool chains & pipelines make it easier to learn how 
the mash-up is made at a system level


• “Individual contributors” to projects wear from many hats to one very 
specialized hat


• In every case in my experience, cross-discipline teams working well together 
are key to success


• Learning how to get from forming to performing is mission critical 👾



Making it work as a game making team
🔑  Improving team performance over time



Labour concerns in the entertainment industry 
Experiential feedback

• What to make of news/networks: go with the flow


• EA:  From a leader to “bad” and back again, so the story goes, like a wave


• As a manager:


• Making beliefs and values clear as a team, then practice makes permanent


• Encouraging immediate feedback, dissent, and problem solving


• Making the effort to develop a culture and community


• Getting overworked is a concern…



“Crunch” time
⚠  Caution: definitions may vary

• What is “crunch” and why does it happen?


• Minimizing crunch


• Earlier efforts are always cheaper than changes later


• Technical/design review


• Using lists to prioritize discussion


• Turn “crunch” time into intensely focused collaboration



Crunch time
What is “crunch” and why does it happen?

• A symptom of bad habits


• 🔑  Avoid procrastinating about…


• The scope of the project 

• The design: get at least a sketch  
drawn on paper (and out of minds) 

• The plan and if relevant, 
the schedule (deadline?)


• A way to play test for feedback



Crunch time cost
Ideation & pre-production are always cheaper than change later



Crunch time cost minimization
Technical/design review can help focus the team on the “how”

Start of 
production



Ask Mark anything about…
30m

• Professional experience


• Entertainment industry


• Labour concerns


• Thoughts on “crunch” time 


• Game design


• •••



Thank you!



Game design
Build pyramid



— John Cleese on Creativity in Management, Video Arts (1991)

“The most creative professionals always played with a problem, 
for much longer before they tried to resolve it; because, they 
were prepared to tolerate that slight discomfort..that we all 
experience, when we haven’t solved a problem.”


